
 A Samajshala was organized on  11th May 2023  at Gayatri Parisar Awalkhera  

in Which student of Intercollege and  resident of Gayatri Ashram take pledge of 

lifestyle for sustainable environment, Manager of Akhil Bishwa Gayatri Parisar  

Shri P. devangan  brief about the work they  done the various village of 

Awalkhera Cluster like fruits tree plantation , in kitchen they use  Bio gas 

produced by  Biogas plant in which food of around 500 people is made from  

Bio gas , slurry is used as organic  Manure , they produce  Vermi-Compost  

from Cow dung, also Here 26 types of medicines are made from cow urine , 

Gayatri Pariwar is a Local partner of Unnat Bharat Abhiyan with the 

collaboration of Gayatri pariwar  here we have installed a 5 Ton capacity of  

Solar cold storage which was financed by Brunell University London in Feb. 

2022.where any villager can Store their food , vegetable, and fruits for some 

days at free of cost , by this shelf life of their  items Increase and they can sold 

the same for prolonged time, we have organized  3 day Mushroom cultivation 

training at Awalkhera for enhancing the income of local farmer  from 14th to 

16th Feb. 2022,we also conducted one  day Tulsi Mala making training for 

capacity building  of rural women on 26th August 2022, here a machine is also 

installed where wood manufactured from cow dung which Is used for funeral,  

Gayatri  Trust also provide training of how to make vermi Compost from cow 

dung and  making of Deepak from cow dungs, in future we have make a plan of 

making one room at Awalkhera from cow dung and soil  in which vedik plaster 

will  be done in a view of  protecting the Environment  from climate change, 

Trust also organize  Bee keeping training ,Circular Economy  run In their parisar 

like Cow eat foods they manufacture  in their kitchen  Garden and  in kitchen 

Garden  They use vermi-compost and manure manufactured from cow dung 

also they use organic farming in their kitchen garden and promote the same in 

the villages of Awalkhera by motivating the farmer. Gayatri trust alos  runs a 

Intercollege and A Health Center at Awalkhera Cluster. 

 

  


